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	1. Introduction to Part I

Suppose C1; : : : ; CN are �nitely many closed

convex subsets of a Hilbert space X with

C :=
T
iCi 6= ;:

The Convex Feasibility Problem is simply:

Find a point in C.(CFP)

The sets Ci are referred to as the constraints

and the set C is the set of all solutions.

Prototype: the constraints Ci are hyperplanes

fx : hai; xi = big
for some row vectors ai of a matrix A and real

components bi of a vector b. Then

x 2 C , Ax = b:

(Could also impose nonnegativity of solutions

by adding the nonnegative orthant as a con-

straint.)
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The CFP is very common in mathematical and

physical sciences:

Best Approximation Theory

Constraints: closed subspaces.

Applications: statistics (linear prediction the-

ory), complex analysis (Bergman kernels), par-

tial di�erential equations (Dirichlet problem).

Discrete Image Reconstruction

Constraints: convex polyhedral sets; X is Eu-

clidean.

Applications: medical imaging (computerized

tomography), electron microscropy.

Subgradient algorithms

Constraints: sublevel sets of convex functions

(approximated by supersets).

Applications: convex inequalities, minimization

of convex (nonsmooth) functions.
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Typically:

� one cannot �nd a solution in C directly, but

� each constraint set Ci is \simple" in the sense

that its projection (nearest point mapping) is

easy to compute.

Consequently, one tries to solve CFP algorith-

mically by generating a sequence of points that

is supposed to converge to a solution.

The (projection) algorithm analyzed in Part I

computes the next iterate from a current iter-

ate xn by

xn+1 := xn+ �n�n

NX
i=1

!i;n(Pi;nxn � xn):

Here:

� Pi;n is the projection onto some Ci;n � Ci;

� �n 2 [0;2] is a relaxation parameter ;

� �n (� 1) is an extrapolation parameter ;

� !i;n � 0 are weights:
P
i !i;n = 1.
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This framework is broad enough to cover MANY

algorithms.

Important questions concerning sequences (xn)

generated by this algorithm are:

� when does (xn) converge weakly to x 2 C?

� when in norm?

� when linearly: kxn � xk= O(�n) for � < 1?

There are numerous apparently unrelated re-

sults for incarnations of the projection algo-

rithm.

Some of our favourite incarnations of the pro-

jection algorithm follow. For simplicity, each

Ci;n � Ci. Denote the projection onto Ci, C

by Pi, P , respectively. x0 2 X is the starting

point.
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Cyclic projections.

The sequence (xn) is obtained by projecting

cyclically onto the constraints:

(x0;P1x0; P2P1x0; : : : ; PN � � �P1x0;
P1PN � � �P1x0; : : : )

(That is: !i;n 2 f0;1g, �n � 1, �n � 1.)

For N = 2 constraints, we obtain the

method of alternating projections:

(x0; P1x0; P2P1x0; P1P2P1x0; P2P1P2P1x0; : : : )

7

von Neumann/Halperin (1933/1962)

If each Ci is a closed subspace, then (xn) con-

verges in norm to Px0.

Browder (1967)

If each Ci is a closed subspace with C?1 + � � �+
C?
N
closed, then (xn) converges linearly to Px0.

Kaczmarz (1937)

If each Ci is a hyperplane and X is Euclidean,

then (xn) converges to Px0.

Gubin et al. (1967)

If CN \ TN�1
i=1 intCi 6= ;, then (xn) converges

linearly to some point in C.

Bregman (1965)

(xn) converges weakly to some point in C.
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Remotest-set projections.

For a current iterate xn, �nd �rst the most

violated constraint, i.e., i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng such

that kxn � Pixnk = maxj kxn � Pjxnk and then

update

xn+1 := Pixn:

Agmon/Motzkin&Schoenberg (1954)

If each Ci is a halfspace, then (xn) converges

to some point in C.

Bregman (1965)

(xn) converges weakly to some point in C.

Gubin et al. (1967)

If CN \ TN�1
i=1 intCi 6= ;, then (xn) converges

linearly to some point in C.
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Parallel projections.

Cimmino (1938)

Suppose each Ci is a hyperplane, X is �nite-

dimensional, !i;n � 1=N , �n � 2, and �n � 1.

Then (xn) converges to some point in C.

Pierra (1984)

Suppose !i;n � 1=N , �n � � � 1, and

�n :=

8>><
>>:

P
i!i;nkxn � Pixnk2

kPi!i;n(xn � Pixn)k2
; if xn 62 Ti2InCi;n;

1; otherwise.

If X is Euclidean or
T
i intCi 6= ;, then (xn)

converges in norm to some point in C.
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The aim of Part I is to analyze the projection

algorithm in detail, to bring out underlying re-

curring key concepts, and to improve, unify,

and review existing results.

� We make no attempt to discuss the huge

literature for issues such as:

1. Infeasible problems (non-intersecting sets)

2. Nonlinear projections (barrier methods)

3. Parallelization

4. Numerical or implementation issues

� Many references may be found in the papers

cited at the end, and on the CECM preprint

server.
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2. Projections

We want to be able to compute the projection

onto a closed convex nonempty set C which we

denote by PC or P .

Fact. Suppose y 2 X. Then:

(i) The (unique) point Py is characterized by

Py 2 C and hC � Py; y � Pyi � 0:

(ii) For every x 2 X,

kx� yk2 = kPx� Pyk2
+ k(I � P)x� (I � P)yk2
+2 hx� Px; Px� Pyi| {z }

�0

+2 hy � Py; Py � Pxi| {z }
�0

:

In particular, P is (�rmly) nonexpansive.
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Some explicit examples.

unit ball C = fx 2 X : kxk � 1g. Then PCx =

x, if x 2 C; PCx = x=kxk, otherwise.

nonnegative orthant C = fx 2 X : x � 0g.
Then PCx = x+.

hyperplane C = fx 2 X : ha; xi = bg, where
a 6= 0 and b 2 R . Then

PCx = x� ha; xi � b

kak2 a:

halfspace C = fx 2 X : ha; xi � bg, where

a 6= 0 and b 2 R . Then

PCx= x� (ha; xi � b)+

kak2 a:

subspace C = span fa1; : : : ; ang, where ai are

linearly independent column vectors of a matrix

A. Then PCx= A(A�A)�1A�x.

13
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3. (bounded) (linear) regularity (BLR)

For simplicity, we de�ne these notions �rst for

two closed convex sets C1; C2 in X with C :=

C1 \ C2 6= ;.

We say that fC1; C2g is : : :

regular , if 8 (xn) in X:

maxfd(xn; C1); d(xn; C2)g ! 0 ) d(xn; C)! 0:

boundedly regular , if 8 bounded (xn) in X:

maxfd(xn; C1); d(xn; C2)g ! 0 ) d(xn; C)! 0:

linearly regular , if 9� > 0 such that

d(x; C) � �maxfd(x; C1); d(x;C2)g; 8x 2 X:

boundedly linearly regular , if 8 bounded S �
X, 9�S > 0 such that

d(x; C) � �Smaxfd(x;C1); d(x;C2)g; 8x 2 S:

14

The following implications are immediate from

the de�nitions:

linearly regular ) boundedly linearly regular

+ +
regular ) boundedly regular.

If S is a convex subset of X, then the strong

relative interior of S, denoted sri S, is de�ned

by

x 2 sri S , cone (S � x) =span (S � x):

The best result on regularities is:

Fact. If 0 2 sri (C1 � C2), then fC1; C2g is

boundedly linearly regular.

Let's record some consequences and further

facts.
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Corollary. If C2 \ intC1 6= ;, then fC1; C2g is

boundedly linearly regular.

Proof. C2\ intC1 6= ; ) 0 2 sri (C1�C2). �

Fact. Suppose C1 and C2 are closed sub-

spaces. Then TFAE:

� 0 2 sri (C1 � C2).

� C1+ C2 is closed.

� C?1 + C?2 is closed.

� The \angle" between C1 and C2 is positive.

� fC1; C2g is (boundedly) (linearly) regular.

(This is false for cones.)

Fact. If X is �nite-dimensional, then fC1; C2g
is boundedly regular.
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Regularities for �nitely many sets C1; : : : ; CN
with C :=

T
iCi 6= ; are de�ned analogously.

Some striking (and sharp) results are:

Fact. Suppose each Ci is a closed subspace.

Then fC1; : : : ; CNg is (boundedly) (linearly) reg-
ular if and only if C?1 + : : : C?

N
is closed.

Fact. Suppose CN \ TN�1
i=1 intCi 6= ;. Then

fC1; : : : ; CNg is boundedly linearly regular.

Fact. (Ho�man; 1952) Suppose each Ci is a

halfspace. Then fC1; : : : ; CNg is linearly regu-

lar.

Fact. Suppose C1; : : : ; CM are �nitely many

convex polyhedra, CM+1; : : : ; CN are �nitely

many closed convex sets, and X is Euclidean.

If

M\
i=1

Ci \
N\

j=M+1

ri Cj 6= ;;

then fC1; : : : ; CNg is boundedly linearly regular.
17
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4. Fej�er monotone sequences

De�nition. A sequence (xn) is Fej�er monotone

with respect to a closed convex nonempty set

C in X, if

kxn+1 � ck � kxn � ck; 8n 2 N ; c 2 C:

Punchline: our sequences are!

Facts. Suppose (xn) is Fej�er monotone with

respect to C. Then:

(i) The sequence (PCxn) converges in norm,

say c� := limn PCxn 2 C.

(ii) (xn) is bounded and (d(xn; C)) =

(kxn�PCxnk) is decreasing, hence convergent.
(iii) (xn) is weakly convergent to c� if and only

if all weak cluster points of (xn) lie in C.

(iv) (xn) converges in norm to c� if and only

if d(xn; C)! 0.

(v) If there exists � < 1 such that d(xn+1; C) �
�d(xn; C), 8n, then (xn) converges linearly to

c� with rate �.

18
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5. A prototypical result

We now show how the key concepts (projec-

tions, regularities, Fej�er monotonicity) work

together by proving a prototypical result on

the method of alternating projections:

(x0; P1x0; P2P1x0; P1P2P1x0; P2P1P2P1x0; : : : )

Let (WLOG) x := xn and y := Pixn be two

consecutive iterates so that i 2 f1;2g and x 2
Cj for fjg = f1;2g n fig. Fix an arbitrary c 2
C = C1 \ C2. Then ky � ck = kPix � Pick �
kx� ck; hence
(xn) is Fej�er monotone with respect to C.

Also, kx� ck2 � kPix� ck2+ kx� Pixk2, which
yields d2(x;C) � d2(y; C)+ d2(x; Ci). Since x 2
Cj, we obtain further maxfd2(x;Ci); d2(x;Cj)g �
d2(x;C)� d2(y; C), which translates back to

maxfd2(xn; C1); d2(xn; C2)g
� d2(xn; C)� d2(xn+1; C); 8n � 1:

19

Theorem. Suppose C1; C2 are closed convex

subsets of X with C := C1 \ C2 6= ;. Suppose
further (xn)n�0 is Fej�er monotone with respect

to C with

maxfd2(xn; C1); d2(xn; C2)g
� d2(xn; C)� d2(xn+1; C); 8n:

Let c� := limnPCxn. Then:

(i) (xn) converges weakly to c�.

(ii) If fC1; C2g is boundedly regular, then (xn)

converges in norm to c�.

(iii) If fC1; C2g is boundedly linearly regular,

then (xn) converges linearly to c�.

(iv) If fC1; C2g is linearly regular, then (xn)

converges linearly to c� with a rate independent

of the starting point.

Remark. If (xn) is a sequence of alternat-

ing projections, then the Theorem is applicable

(see previous page).
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Proof. The sequence (xn) is bounded and

so is S := fxn : n � 0g. Also, the sequence

(d(xn; C)) is convergent; hence

d2(xn; C)� d2(xn+1; C)! 0, which yields

maxfd(xn; C1); d(xn; C2)g ! 0:(�)
(i): (�) implies that all weak cluster points of

(xn) lie in C. Apply Fej�er Facts (iii).

(ii): Bounded regularity and (�) yield
d(xn; C) ! 0, which is equivalent to xn ! c�,

by Fej�er Facts (iv).

(iii): There exists �S > 0 such that d(xn; C) �
�Smaxfd(xn; C1); d(xn; C2)g, 8n. Hence
d2(xn; C) � �2

S
(d2(xn; C)� d2(xn+1; C)), 8n,

which implies that (xn) converges linearly to c�

with rate
q
1� 1=�2

S
(Fej�er Facts (v)).

(iv): Analogous to (iii) with the di�erence

that we can pick �S independent of S. �

Remark. If C is an a�ne subspace, then c� =

PCx0 and we obtain best approximation re-

sults.

21
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6. Regularity and global tangency

� For 0 < � < 1 and p = ��1, de�ne a set in

R3 by

Sp = f(x; y; z) : jyj � px
�z1��; x � 0; z � 0g

where p =
p
p(p� 1)

��1

2 . Then Sp is self-dual:

Sp
+ = Sp.

� K2 is the cone f(y; z; w)j jyj �
p
2wz; z � 0g.

That is S2 with coordinates permuted.

Metric regularity and relative openness

De�ne closed cones A and B in X = R4 as

A = (0�K2) + (S3 � 0) B = 0�R3:
Then A \B = 0�K2 and

A+ = (R�K2) \ (S3 �R):
Using the Krein{Rutman theorem, K = A+ is

closed.

23

� Let P be the projection on Y = R3 de�ned by

P(x; y; z; w) = (y; z; w). We show that P(K) =

K2 or equivalently

A++B+ = R�K2:

Indeed: K2 � P(R �K2) � P(A+) � K2. For

the �rst inclusion, consider the cases z = 0 and

z > 0 separately.

� In particular, P(K) is closed, as is K +M .

� Now A++B+ = (A \B)+(= R�K2 in this

case) always implies the global normal cone

formula (GNF):

NA(x) +NB(x) = NA\B(x)

for all x 2 A \B:

By duality, the global tangency formula (GTF):

TA(x) \ TB(x) = TA\B(x)

holds for all x 2 A \B:

24

Fact. Since A is convex NA(x) = �(A � x)+

and TA(x) = cone(A � x). We may verify

TA(x) \ TB(x) = TA\B(x) directly.

Fact. For cones S and K

GNF, (S \K)+ = S++K+

while

BLR, "B \ (S \K)+ � B \ S++B \K+

for some " > 0 (Jameson's property (G)).

� While P(K) is closed, we will see there is no

constant " > 0, so that

"BY \ P(K) � P(K \BX):

This shows that the open mapping theorem

may fail when P(K) is closed but not linear.

25



Infact: P(x; t2; t3; t) = (t2; t3; t) ) x � �33 if

(x; t2; t3; t) 2 K:

� Equivalently, with M = B+, there is no con-

stant " > 0, so that

"BY \ (K +M) � (K \BX) + (M \BX);

despite K +M being closed, K being a closed

convex pointed cone with interior and M being

a single line.

� Consider (x;v) = (�13 ; t2; t3;0) 2 A. Observe

that dB(x;v) = �13 and dA(x;v) = 0, and that

dA\B(x;v) u dS2(v)!1 as t!1.

� Thus, metric regularity fails for A and B

while the global normality and tangency con-

sequences (central to optimization) are valid.

(They are typically derived from a metric reg-

ularity argument.)

26

Open Problem: �nd closed convex cones S

and K in RN for which (GTF) holds but not

(GNF).

(Motivated by work of Deutsch et al. on best

approximation.)

� This is easy in any in�nite dimensional Ba-

nach space, as there are closed subspaces M

and N with M?+N? not closed.

� Observe that

e1; e3; e4 2 A \K

where ei is the i-th unit vector. Hence A and

K are neither smooth nor strictly convex.

27

Indeed, there is no such counter{example if

A is smooth away from the origin while B is

a subspace. More generally for �nitely many

closed convex sets:

Theorem. (Conditions for GTF ) BLR.)

Suppose C1; : : : ; Cm are �nitely many closed

convex sets in Rn with C :=
T
iCi 6= ;. Sup-

pose further that fC1; : : : ; Cmg is \intersection
-closed on C". In particular, this holds when

(i) C is singleton; or (ii) each Ci is smooth

on C. Then fC1; : : : ; Cmg is boundedly linearly
regular (BLR) if and only if the tangency (resp.

normal) formula holds globally.

� Recall, BLR ) GNF ) GTF.

Fact. Recall that `interiority' or polyhedrality

imply BLR.

Fact. This is a �nite dimensional result: M

and N with M?+N? not closed.

28

� Somewhat surprisingly there is an open map-

ping theorem on cones:

Theorem. (Conic OMT) Let T : X ! Y be

linear and bounded. Suppose K � X is a closed

convex cone and that S = T(K) is closed and

that T jK is injective. Suppose that K is bound-

edly relatively weakly compact as holds if either

(a) X is reexive or (b) K has a weakly com-

pact base.

Then T is relatively open at the origin on K.

Fact. When T(K) is linear we can quotient

out the injectivity and reclaim the classic re-

sult. Is the conic OMT valid in all Banach

spaces?

29



(LP variant on the previous example.)

Consider the abstract linear program:

h(b) = minfxjP (x;v) = b; (x;v) 2 Kg
with P and K as above.

� Observe the value function has dom h = K2

and that explicitly for (y; z; w) 2 S2 one has

h(y; z; w) = 0 if z = 0 while for z > 0

h(y; z; w) =
y2

z3
:

Thus h is lower semi{continuous with a closed

domain but hjK2 is not continuous at zero.

Show that the in�mum is indeed attained.

Let b 2 K2 be �xed. Consider the dual pro-

gram. There is no duality gap and that the

dual supremum is attained. as computing @h(b)

shows.

30
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	7. Conclusion of Part I

We have improved, uni�ed, and reviewed many

existing results on projection algorithms by us-

ing the following key modules:

� projections and their properties;

� (bounded) (linear) regularity ;

� Fej�er monotone sequences .

The tools employed are from the beautiful and

powerful area of Convex Analysis.
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	8. Introduction to Part II

First motivation. Suppose A is an n� n ma-

trix that is positive semi-de�nite , i.e., xtAx=

hx;Axi � 0, 8x 2 R
n. Then the transpose of A

is also positive semi-de�nite.

Question: More generally, is this true for op-

erators de�ned on Banach spaces??

Second motivation. Recently, several no-

tions of monotonicity have been coined that:

� imply maximal monotonicity ;

� are automatic in reexive spaces;

� hold for subdi�erentials of convex functions.

Question: What about continuous linear pos-

itive semi-de�nite operators??

32

Throughout: X is some real Banach space

with dual space X�. If x� 2 X� and x 2 X,

then hx�; xi or hx; x�i is x� evaluated at x.

De�nition. A set-valued map T from X to X�

is a monotone operator , if

hTx� Ty; x� yi � 0; 8x; y 2 X:

T is maximal monotone , if T is monotone and

the graph of T is maximal in X �X� with re-

spect to set-inclusion.

Example. (Rockafellar) The subdi�erential

map @f is maximal monotone, for every convex

lower semi-continuous proper function f on X.

Example. Every continuous linear positive semi-

de�nite operator on X is maximal monotone.
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The zoo. (Gossez, Simons, Fitzpatrick&Phelps)

Suppose T is maximal monotone on X. De�ne

(set-valued) extensions of T whose graphs re-

side in X�� �X� as follows:

x� 2 T1x
�� , if 9 bounded net (x�; x��) 2 graph(T)

with x�
w*
+ x�� and x�� ! x�.

x� 2 T0x
�� , if infy2XhTy � x�; y � x��i = 0.

x� 2 Tx�� , if infy2XhTy � x�; y � x��i � 0.

Then T is:

(D) or \dense", if T1 = T .

(RD) or \range-dense", if range T1 = rangeT .

(NI) or \nonnegative in�mum", if T0 =T .

(LMM) or \locally maximal monotone", if

8 weak* closed convex bounded subset C of

X� with range T \ intC 6= ;, and 8 x0 2 X,

x�0 2 (intC)nTx0, 9 (z; z�) 2 graph(T)\(X�C)
with hz� � x�0; z � x0i < 0.

34

Facts. (Gossez and Simons)

� In general: (D) ) (RD) ) (NI).

� (D) and (LMM) hold in reexive spaces.

� Subdi�erentials are (D) and (LMM).

Question: What is (D), (RD), (NI), (LMM)

for continuous linear monotone (a.k.a. positive

semi-de�nite) operators??

35

The aim of Part II is to study the various mono-

tonicities for continuous linear positive semi-

de�nite operators.

� There is interesting recent work by Phelps

and Simons for the unbounded, densely de-

�ned, linear case.

36
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	9. The tools

Tool. (Decomposition/Quadratic Function)

Suppose T is a continuous linear monotone op-

erator on X. Then T can be written uniquely

as the sum of two continuous linear opera-

tors, T = P + S, where P is symmetric (i.e.

P �jX = P), and S is skew (i.e. S�jX = �S). In
fact:

P :=
T + T �jX

2
and S :=

T � T �jX
2

:

Let q(x) := 1
2
hx; Txi, 8x 2 X. Then

@q(x) = frq(x)g = Px; 8x 2 X;

hence P is (as the subdi�erential of a contin-

uous convex function) extremely nice; for in-

stance, P is (D). Although S is far away from

being a subdi�erential, it has the good prop-

erty that hSx; xi = 0, 8x 2 X.
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Key Tool. (Fenchel's Duality Theorem)

Suppose A is a continuous linear operator from

X to some Banach space Y . Suppose further f

is a convex lower semi-continuous proper func-

tion on X as is g on Y . De�ne

p := inf
x2X

ff(x) + g(Ax)g

and

d := � inf
y�2Y �

ff�(�A�y�) + g�(y�)g :

Then p � d. If A(dom f) \ int dom g 6= ; and p

is �nite, then p = d and d is attained.

Reminder: The Fenchel conjugate f� of f is

de�ned by

f�(x�) := sup
x2X

hx�; xi � f(x); 8x� 2 X�:

38
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	10. The main results

Theorem. Suppose T is a continuous linear

monotone operator on X with skew part S.

Then TFAE:

(i) T is (D).

(ii) T is (RD).

(iii) T is (NI).

(iv) T is (LMM).

(v) T � is monotone.

(vi) S is (D).

(vii) S is (RD).

(viii) S is (NI).

(ix) S is (LMM).

(x) S� is monotone.

Remark. \(v))(i)" gives an a�rmative an-

swers to an old question by Gossez.

39

Theorem. Suppose T is a continuous linear

monotone operator on X with skew part S.

Then TFAE:

(i) T and T �jX are (D).

(ii) T and T �jX are (NI).

(iii) T and T �jX are (LMM).

(iv) T � and (T �jX)� are monotone.

(v) T is weakly compact.

(vi) S and �S are (D).

(vii) S and �S are (NI).

(viii) S and �S are (LMM).

(ix) S� and �S� are monotone.

(x) S� is skew.

(xi) S is weakly compact.

Remark. We can interpret monotonicity of T �

as \one half" of weak compactness of T .
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11. \Weird" examples and (cms) spaces

If T is a continuous linear monotone operator

on X with skew part S, then T will satisfy one

of the following alternatives:

\good": S� and �S� are both monotone.

\so-so": only one of fS�;�S�g is monotone.

\bad": neither S� nor �S� is monotone.

Question: Do these cases all happen?

Gossez's Example. Let G from `1 to `1 = `�1
be given by the in�nite matrix:

0
BBBBBB@

0 1 1 1 � � �
�1 0 1 1 � � �
�1 �1 0 1 � � �
�1 �1 �1 0 .. .
... ... ... . . . . . .

1
CCCCCCA
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Then G is \so-so":

G is skew ,

G� is not monotone , but

�G� is monotone .

Note that

(Gx)n := �
X
k<n

xk+
X
k>n

xk; 8x 2 `1 8n:

This suggests a \continuous" version.

Fitzpatrick&Phelps's Example. De�ne F

from L1[0;1] to L1[0;1] = L�1[0;1] by

(Fx)(t) := �
Z
t

0
x(s) ds+

Z 1
t
x(s) ds; 8x 2 L1[0;1] 8t:

Then F is \bad":

F is skew ,

F � is not monotone , and

�F � is not monotone .

Remark. We re-derived these examples sys-

tematically and with less pain.
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De�nition. The Banach space X is (cms)

or \a conjugate monotone space",

if the conjugate of every continuous linear mono-

tone operator on X is again monotone.

The Theorems yield: X is (cms) if and only if

every continuous linear monotone operator on

X is \good" (or weakly compact).

Some (cms) Banach spaces:

reexive spaces; in particular, `p and Lp[0;1]

for 1 < p <1, and Hilbert spaces.

Some Banach spaces that are not (cms):

`1, L1[0;1], and their biduals; every space that

contains a complemented copy of `1. (Lift the

\so-so" and \bad" examples!)

(cms) Banach lattices:

are precisely those that do not contain a com-

plemented copy of `1. (Uses deeper Banach

Space Theory.) In particular: c0, c, `1, L1[0;1],

and C[0;1] are (cms).
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We now know that the \monotonicities" (D),

(RD), (NI), and (LMM) all coincide

� for subdi�erentials;
� in reexive spaces;

� for continuous linear monotone operators.

Question: Can they actually di�er??

Still open, next best candidates for counter-

examples are regularizations, i.e., maps of the

form

T + �J;

where T is continuous linear monotone on X,

� > 0, and J := @1
2
k � k2 is the duality map.

Theorem. TFAE in c0, c, `1, `1, L1[0;1],

L1[0;1], and C[0;1]:

� T is (D).

� T + �J is (RD), 8� � 0.

� T + �J is (LMM), 8� � 0.
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�

	12. Conclusion of Part II

We have shown that the various monotonici-

ties all coincide for continuous linear monotone

operators although they do not hold automat-

ically.

The study depended on results from Func-

tional Analysis, Convex Analysis, and Banach

Space Theory, but most importantly on

� Fenchel's Duality Theorem ,

which continues to amaze us by its wide range

of applications.
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